


Liebe Blundstone Fans,

wussten Sie schon:

• das Deutschland und Österreich zur kühlgemäßigten Klimazone gehören
• dass die Ø-Temperatur in Deutschland im 1. Halbjahr Juni zwischen +0,2  und +16,7 Grad liegt? 
• dass wir im ersten im ½ Jahr im durchschnitt 121 Regentage von 181 Tage haben?

Das heißt, Blundstone Boots passen immer und haben 365 Tage Saison!

Natürlich benötigen Sie in der F/S Saison nicht die breite Auswahl wie im Herbst-Winter. Unsere 
Bestseller in diesem Lookbook sind die perfekten saisonübergreifenden Durchläufer–Artikel, Ab-
schriften sicher und das schon seit vielen Jahren. 

Neben unserem Bestseller Programm ist auf den Seiten 42–49 die neue Active Series als saiso-
nale Ergänzung.

Stilvoll – Ultra Leicht – Bequem….

Entwickelt für alle, die das Leben im urbanen Großstadt-Dschungel und über die Stadtgrenzen  
hinaus lieben. Durch den einzigartigen Comfort eine gute Alternative für alle Nicht-Sneaker Fans.  

Gradlinig, schnörkellos, zeitlos und Saison übergreifend                             

Unsere Blundstone Boots sind bequem, robust und - kaum zu glauben - federleicht. Sie passen 
zu jedem Wetter, zu jedem Look und zu jeder Gelegenheit: zu Jeans, genauso gut wie zu Shorts, 
zum sommerlichen Kleid wie zum Anzug – Blunnies haben immer Saison!

Blundstone Boots für Frühjahr - Sommer ? Na klar!

Blundstone Boots passen immer, ganz gleich ob für die tägliche Arbeit, den Kurztrip in die Natur, 
den Hundespaziergang oder als Reit- und Stallboots. Blunnies sind der perfekte Begleiter für 
jede Gelegenheit – oder wie die Aussies sagen: Everywhere Life Takes me 

Wissen Sie, was Blundstone Fans neben der Qualität besonders schätzen? Die Leichtigkeit und 
Dämpfung der Sohle. Deshalb ist auch unsere Lace Up Serie eine gute Ergänzung für Ihr Boots 
Sortiment.

Unser Vorteile für Sie:

• Keine Mindestmengen 
• Einzelpaare ab Lager lieferbar
• Attraktive Vororderkonditionen 
• Zeitlose und langlebige Artikel
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Our History
For 150 years we’ve been a company always on the 
go, always evolving. It’s been that way since John 
Blundstone started making fit-for-purpose footwear 
that would withstand the cobbled city streets, rugged 
farmland, dance and factory floors of Hobart, 
Tasmania, in 1870.

Over the years, our business has evolved just like our island 
home, but our ethos remains the same. Our commitment to 
quality and innovation has endured the Great Depression, both 
world wars, and an ever-changing fashion landscape - from the 
swinging ‘60s to ‘90s grunge to festival fashion in the 2000s.

We’ve put our boots on Aussie soldiers, Everest expeditioners, 
footballers, factory workers, farmers and police men and 
women. We’ve inspired artists, musicians, chefs, tap dancers, 
and Olympic athletes to put their best foot forward. Our range of 
kids’ boots has inspired a new generation of Blundstone wearers 
to jump puddles on rainy afternoons.
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Led by design
Since 1870, Blundstone has been making tough, 
quality boots that are equally suited to work or play.

Decades of innovative design and production mean Blundstone 
now oversees a global supply chain, bringing together the best 
ideas, materials and designs to create a wide range of products 
for everywhere life takes you.

Our ongoing research and development means we’re always 
improving comfort, protection, performance and aesthetics.
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QUALIT Y
When we started making boots in the 1800s, we 
were dedicated to crafting a quality product. That’s 
still our commitment to you today. Our company is 
quality endorsed to ISO 9001:2015, and every part of 
the production process helps ensure that when you 
put on a pair of Blundstones, you’re wearing some of 
the best boots in the world.

MANUFACTURING
We manufacture our leather footwear in Vietnam, 
India, Thailand, Mexico and China. These 
factories are premium-quality operations that are 
environmentally and socially responsible. The jobs 
in these factories are highly sought after, and we 
engage our personnel to ensure the standard of 
manufacturing is consistent with our stringent quality 
requirements. Our gumboots are manufactured at 
our headquarters in Tasmania.

ENVIRONMENT
We’re committed to sustainable purchasing and 
manufacturing policies, each evaluated with 
environmental considerations in mind. We maximise 
our use of recycled and recyclable materials in our 
manufacture and packaging.

COMFORT
Blundstone is a pioneer in enhancing comfort and 
safety. In 1999, we developed the patented Shock 
Protection System (SPS) which reduces fatigue and 
orthopaedic problems in the lower back, legs and 
feet. Since then, we’ve taken it to the next level with 
the SPS MAX comfort system, which includes XRD® 
Extreme Impact Protection — a lightweight, thin 
and breathable cushioning material that’s specially 
engineered to provide a greater level of underfoot 
comfort.



ORIGINALS

SOCKS

BLUNDSTONE 2022 RANGE STRUCTURE

ACTIVEWOMEN’S

VEGANLACE-UP CLASSICS

DRESS
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ANCILLARIES

KIDS

BOOT CARE



ORIGINALS
Our Original Series boots are suited to everyone – 
whether it’s for work, play or looking good. 

2022 also sees the introduction of our two new vegan boots.
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A Blundstone legend. Our Original #500 
combines ultimate comfort with modern 
versatility. Built to go wherever life takes 
you, it’s tough, iconic and looks great with 
just about anything.

• Premium leather

• Iconic elastic side

• Contoured EVA footbed for maximum comfort

• Lightweight and heat resistant TPU outsole

• XRD® Technology in the heel for supreme shock absorption

• Steel shank

BROWN

#500
LIFESTYLE ORIGINALS

2022 COLLECTION

UK SIZES
WOMEN/MEN 

3-13 3.5-10.5
CATEGORY 
CORE

LEAD TIME 
8 WEEKS

XRD® is a registered trademark of Rogers Corporation. 



Sturdy and straightforward, the #510 is proof 
that simplicity never goes out of style.

•  Premium leather 

• Iconic elastic side

• Contoured EVA footbed for maximum comfort

• Lightweight and heat resistant TPU outsole

• XRD® Technology in the heel for supreme shock absorption

• Steel shank

BLACK

#510
LIFESTYLE ORIGINALS

2022 COLLECTION

UK SIZES
WOMEN/MEN

3-13 3.5-10.5
CATEGORY 
CORE

LEAD TIME 
8 WEEKS

XRD® is a registered trademark of Rogers Corporation. 



Stripes are always in style. The #1409 
combines our premium brown leather upper 
with a multi-coloured elastic.

•  Premium leather 

• Iconic elastic side

• Contoured EVA footbed for maximum comfort

• Lightweight and heat resistant TPU outsole

• XRD® Technology in the heel for supreme shock absorption

• Steel shank

BROWN/STRIPES 

#1409
LIFESTYLE ORIGINALS
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CATEGORY 
CORE

LEAD TIME 
8 WEEKS

XRD® is a registered trademark of Rogers Corporation. 

WOMEN/MEN

UK SIZES
3-9 3.5- 8.5



Suede leather has never looked so good 
in dark olive thanks to the #1615.

• Premium suede leather

• Cambrelle lining

• Water repellent dark olive waxed suede

• Contoured EVA footbed for maximum comfort

• Lightweight and heat resistant TPU outsole

• XRD® Technology in the heel for supreme shock absorption

• Steel shank

DARK OLIVE 

#1615
LIFESTYLE ORIGINALS
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CATEGORY 
CORE

LEAD TIME 
8 WEEKS

XRD® is a registered trademark of Rogers Corporation. 

UK SIZES
WOMEN/MEN 

3-13 3.5-10.5





RUSTIC BROWN

LIFESTYLE ORIGINALS

2022 COLLECTION

Adding modern elements to a classic, 
functional and timeless design, the rustic 
brown #1930 combines a leather upper  
with breathable lining.

•  Premium leather

• Cotton lining

• Contoured EVA footbed for maximum comfort

• Lightweight and heat resistant TPU outsole

• XRD® Technology in the heel for supreme shock absorption

#1930

XRD® is a registered trademark of Rogers Corporation. 

CATEGORY 
SMU

LEAD TIME 
16 WEEKS

UK SIZES 
WOMEN/ MEN

3-13



The #1931 is an edgy variation on the classic 
Blundstone lace up boot. This charcoal-hued 
rustic black leather upper lends a contemporary 
edge to your everyday look.  

RUSTIC BLACK

LIFESTYLE ORIGINALS
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•  Premium leather

• Cotton lining

• Contoured EVA footbed for maximum comfort

• Lightweight and heat resistant TPU outsole

• XRD® Technology in the heel for supreme shock absorption

CATEGORY 
SMU

LEAD TIME 
16 WEEKS

#1931

XRD® is a registered trademark of Rogers Corporation. 

UK SIZES 
WOMEN/MEN

3-13
 



VEGAN
ORIGINALS

21/22 sees the introduction of  
two vegan boots to our Originals Series. 

The materials used are eco-friendly and vegan certified, and 
replicate the exact style and comfort that everyone has come 
to love in our Original boots.

Featuring microfibre upper and lining materials that 
are 100% waterproof and contain no animal-derived 
substances, theses boots are extremely breathable, 
light, and have a high resistance to abrasion.
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NEW
BLACK

#2115
LIFESTYLE ORIGINALS|VEGAN

2022 COLLECTION

CATEGORY 
SMU

LEAD TIME 
16 WEEKS

The lightweight and breathable #2115 is classic 
Blundstone style with a vegan twist.

• Upper material is onMicro® water-resistant vegan certified
microfibre

• Lining is onSteam® 100% breathable microfibre with antibacterial
and antimicrobial features with complete dryness. Durable and
high resistance to abrasion

• Comfort Lite eco-friendly footbed

• Lightweight and heat resistant TPU outsole UK SIZES
WOMEN/MEN 

3-13 3.5-10.5
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NEW
BROWN

#2116

2022 COLLECTION

CATEGORY 
SMU

LEAD TIME 
16 WEEKS

LIFESTYLE ORIGINALS|VEGAN

Made with vegan certified upper materials, the #2116 is 
a new take on our ever popular Chelsea boot

UK SIZES
WOMEN/MEN 

3-13 3.5-10.5

• Upper material is onMicro® water-resistant vegan certified
microfibre

• Lining is onSteam® 100% breathable microfibre with antibacterial
and antimicrobial features with complete dryness. Durable and
high resistance to abrasion

• Comfort Lite eco-friendly footbed

• Lightweight and heat resistant TPU outsole



CLASSICS
These boots are built for thrill seekers, explorers, 
and those who appreciate the beauty that comes 
from wandering off the beaten track.
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Our Original 500 style turned up to the max. 
The #550 combines our legendary durability 
with premium comfort features.

• Premium leather

• Leather and synthetic lining

• Contoured EVA footbed with XRD® Technology for maximum comfort

• Lightweight and heat resistant TPU outsole

• Double stitching on the upper for extra strength

• XRD® in the heel for supreme shock absorption

WALNUT

#550
LIFESTYLE CLASSICS

2022 COLLECTION

CATEGORY 
CORE

LEAD TIME 
8 WEEKS

XRD® is a registered trademark of Rogers Corporation. 

UK SIZES
WOMEN/MEN 

3-13 3.5-10.5



BLACK

#558
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Elegant and timeless with a black leather 
upper, the #558 is class and comfort built  
into one.

• Premium leather

• Leather and synthetic lining

• Contoured EVA footbed with XRD® Technology for maximum comfort

• Lightweight and heat resistant TPU outsole

• Double stitching on the upper for extra strength

• XRD® in the heel for supreme shock absorption

LIFESTYLE CLASSICS

CATEGORY 
CORE

LEAD TIME 
8 WEEKS

XRD® is a registered trademark of Rogers Corporation. 

UK SIZES
WOMEN/MEN 

3-13 3.5-10.5



The #585 has a supple rustic brown leather 
upper and leather lining for the ultimate in 
classic style and comfort.

RUSTIC BROWN

#585
LIFESTYLE CLASSICS

2022 COLLECTION

• Premium leather

• Leather and synthetic lining

• Lightweight and heat resistant TPU outsole

• Contoured EVA footbed with XRD® Technology for maximum comfort

• Double stitching on the upper for extra strength

• XRD® in the heel for supreme shock absorption

CATEGORY 
CORE

LEAD TIME 
8 WEEKS

XRD® is a registered trademark of Rogers Corporation. 

UK SIZES
WOMEN/MEN 

3-13 3.5-10.5



RUSTIC BLACK

#587

2022 COLLECTION

Combining a soft rustic black leather upper 
and our famous comfort features, the #587  
is perfect for everywhere life takes you.

LIFESTYLE CLASSICS

• Premium leather

• Leather and synthetic lining

• Contoured EVA footbed with XRD® Technology for maximum comfort

• Lightweight and heat resistant TPU outsole

• Double stitching on the upper for extra strength

• XRD® in the heel for supreme shock absorption

CATEGORY 
CORE

LEAD TIME 
8 WEEKS

XRD® is a registered trademark of Rogers Corporation. 

UK SIZES
WOMEN/MEN 

3-13 3.5-10.5



ANTIQUE BROWN

#1609

2022 COLLECTION

The timeless antique brown leather upper 
of the #1609 just gets better with age.

LIFESTYLE CLASSICS

• Premium leather

• Leather and synthetic lining

• Contoured EVA footbed with XRD® Technology for maximum comfort

• Lightweight and heat resistant TPU outsole

• Double stitching on the upper for extra strength

• XRD® in the heel for supreme shock absorption

CATEGORY 
CORE

LEAD TIME 
8 WEEKS

XRD® is a registered trademark of Rogers Corporation. 

UK SIZES
WOMEN/MEN 

3-13 3.5-10.5



CRAZY HORSE BROWN

#562

2022 COLLECTION

The rich brown of the #562 is perfect 
for a rustic, earthy look.

• Premium water repellent nubuck leather

• Leather and synthetic lining

• Contoured EVA footbed with XRD® Technology for maximum comfort

• Lightweight and heat resistant TPU outsole

• Double stitching on the upper for extra strength

• XRD® in the heel for supreme shock absorption

LIFESTYLE CLASSICS

CATEGORY 
CORE

LEAD TIME 
8 WEEKS

XRD® is a registered trademark of Rogers Corporation. 

UK SIZES
WOMEN/MEN 

3-13 3.5-10.5



DRESS
Blundstone are renowned for hard work, 
durability and adventure, our Dress  
boots prove we also know a few things 
about style.

Taking you from the office to dinner, these polished 
boots are easy to dress up or down. They’re ideal for 
those who want a more refined take on Blundstone’s 
trademark utilitarian design.
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Perfect for the city slicker or urban wanderer, 
our #062’s chiselled toe and soft underfoot 
comfort provide all day style.

•  Premium leather

• Contoured EVA footbed for maximum comfort

• Lightweight and heat resistant TPU outsole

• XRD® Technology in the heel for supreme shock absorption

LIFESTYLE DRESS

BROWN

#062 

2022 COLLECTION

CATEGORY 
CORE

LEAD TIME 
8 WEEKS*Leather Lined Available, 16 Week Lead Time.

XRD® is a registered trademark of Rogers Corporation.

WOMEN/MEN

UK SIZES
3-12 3.5-10.5



BLACK

2022 COLLECTION

Where form meets function. A lean profile 
and a square toe make the #063 the perfect 
boots for the paddock or town.

•  Premium leather

• Contoured EVA footbed for maximum comfort

• Lightweight and heat resistant TPU outsole

• XRD® Technology in the heel for supreme shock absorption

LIFESTYLE DRESS

#063 

*Leather Lined Available, 16 Week Lead Time.

XRD® is a registered trademark of Rogers Corporation.

CATEGORY 
CORE

LEAD TIME 
8 WEEKS

WOMEN/MEN

UK SIZES
3-12 3.5-10.5



RUSTIC BROWN

#1306
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The rustic brown leather upper of the #1306 
gives this Dress boot a down to earth appeal.

•  Premium leather

• Leather and synthetic lining

• Contoured EVA footbed for maximum comfort

• Lightweight and heat resistant TPU outsole

• XRD® Technology in the heel for supreme shock absorption

LIFESTYLE DRESS

XRD® is a registered trademark of Rogers Corporation. 

CATEGORY 
CORE

LEAD TIME 
8 WEEKS

WOMEN/MEN

UK SIZES
3-12 3.5-10.5



RUSTIC BLACK

#1308

2022 COLLECTION

Polish meets supreme comfort. Sleek on the 
foot and sturdy on the pavement, the rustic 
black #1308 is stylish everywhere you go.

•  Premium leather

• Leather and synthetic lining

• Contoured EVA footbed for maximum comfort

• Lightweight and heat resistant TPU outsole

• XRD® Technology in the heel for supreme shock absorption

LIFESTYLE DRESS

XRD® is a registered trademark of Rogers Corporation. 

CATEGORY 
CORE

LEAD TIME 
8 WEEKS

WOMEN/MEN

UK SIZES
3-12 3.5-10.5



Our Women’s Series updates the
classic Blundstone look with a sleek
design and contoured feminine fit.

WOMEŃ S 
SERIES





ANTIQUE BROWN

#1673
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The #1673 combines antique brown leather 
with a sleek design and sturdy heel for the 
epitome of earthy chic.

•  Premium leather

• Leather and synthetic lining

•  Classic Comfort Contoured EVA footbed with XRD® Technology
for maximum comfort and supreme shock absorption

• Polyurethane outsole

LIFESTYLE WOMEN’S SERIES

CATEGORY 
CORE

LEAD TIME 
8 WEEKS

XRD® is a registered trademark of Rogers Corporation. 

UK SIZES
WOMEN 

3-8 3.5-7.5



BLACK

#1671

2022 COLLECTION

Black is the new black. The #1671 provides 
height and style without compromising on 
comfort or durability.

•  Premium leather

• Leather and synthetic lining

•  Classic Comfort Contoured EVA footbed with XRD® Technology
for maximum comfort and supreme shock absorption

• Polyurethane outsole

LIFESTYLE WOMEN’S SERIES

XRD® is a registered trademark of Rogers Corporation. 

CATEGORY 
CORE

LEAD TIME 
8 WEEKS

UK SIZES
WOMEN 

3-8 3.5-7.5
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ANTIQUE BROWN

#1970
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The antique brown leather upper of the #1970 
softens and wears beautifully, providing  
a rustic option for your wardrobe.

LIFESTYLE WOMEN’S SERIES

CATEGORY 
SMU

LEAD TIME 
16 WEEKS

•  Premium leather

• Leather and synthetic lining

•  Classic Comfort Contoured EVA footbed with XRD® Technology
for maximum comfort and supreme shock absorption

• Polyurethane outsole

XRD® is a registered trademark of Rogers Corporation. 

UK SIZES
WOMEN 

3-8 3.5-7.5



RUSTIC BLACK

#1971
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The rustic black leather upper  
of the #1971 makes it versatile, perfectly 
pairing with any outfit.

•  Premium leather

• Leather and synthetic lining

•  Classic Comfort Contoured EVA footbed with XRD® Technology
for maximum comfort and supreme shock absorption

• Polyurethane outsole

LIFESTYLE WOMEN’S SERIES

CATEGORY 
SMU

LEAD TIME 
16 WEEKS

XRD® is a registered trademark of Rogers Corporation. 

UK SIZES
WOMEN 

3-8 3.5-7.5



ACTIVE
With leather and suede options, these 
sturdy and   ultra-comfortable year-round 
boots will let you go and go in style from 

urban to outdoor environments.
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NEW
TAUPE

#2140
LIFESTYLE

CATEGORY 
SMU

LEAD TIME 
16 WEEKS

2022 COLLECTION

 ACTIVE

With a premium leather taupe upper and 
contemporary white midsole, the #2140 will 
see you through any season in style.

• Premium leather

• Leather and synthetic lining

• Antibacterial PU Comfort Air footbed

• Rubber outsole with XRD® Technology heel insert

XRD® is a registered trademark of Rogers Corporation. 

UK SIZES 
WOMEN/MEN

3-12
 

3.5-10.5



NEW
DUSTY GREY

#2141
LIFESTYLE

2022 COLLECTION

 ACTIVE

CATEGORY 
SMU

LEAD TIME 
16 WEEKS

Mix up your wardrobe with the stylish 
dusty grey upper of the #2141 — it’s the 
perfect transeasonal boot

• Premium leather

• Leather and synthetic lining

• Antibacterial PU Comfort Air footbed

• Rubber outsole with XRD® Technology heel insert

XRD® is a registered trademark of Rogers Corporation. 

UK SIZES 
WOMEN/MEN

3-12
 

3.5-10.5



RUSTIC BLACK

#2143
LIFESTYLE ACTIVE

• Premium water-resistant leather

• Leather and synthetic lining

• Antibacterial PU Comfort Air footbed

• Rubber outsole with XRD® Technology heel insert

• Hidden stitching in the heel

• Polyurethane midsole with heel stabiliser

Features:

CATEGORY 
SMU

LEAD TIME 
16 WEEKS

XRD® is a registered trademark of Rogers Corporation. 

UK SIZES 
WOMEN/ MEN

3-12 3.5-10.5





SAND/NAVY

#2146
LIFESTYLE ACTIVE

• Premium water-resistant suede leather

• Navy contrast stitching

• Leather and synthetic lining

• Antibacterial PU Comfort Air footbed

• Rubber outsole with XRD® Technology heel insert

• Hidden stitching in the heel

• Polyurethane midsole with heel stabiliser

Features:

CATEGORY 
SMU

LEAD TIME 
16 WEEKS

XRD® is a registered trademark of Rogers Corporation. 

UK SIZES 
WOMEN/ MEN

3-12 3.5-10.5



NAVY/BURNT ORANGE

#2147
LIFESTYLE ACTIVE

• Premium water-resistant suede leather

• Burnt orange elastic and contrast stitching

• Leather and synthetic lining

• Antibacterial PU Comfort Air footbed

• Rubber outsole with XRD® Technology heel insert

• Hidden stitching in the heel

• Polyurethane midsole with heel stabiliser

Features:

CATEGORY 
SMU

LEAD TIME 
16 WEEKS

XRD® is a registered trademark of Rogers Corporation. 

UK SIZES 
WOMEN/ MEN

3-12 3.5-10.5



KIDS
Playtime can be hard work — but our
Kids Series is up to the challenge.





The #531 works with all outfits, in all settings. 
Comfort guaranteed, quality assured.

•  Premium leather

• Leather lining

• Contoured EVA footbed for maximum comfort and breathability

• Multi-fit cambrelle footbed insert

• Lightweight and abrasion-resistant polyurethane outsole

BLACK

#531
LIFESTYLE KIDS

2022 COLLECTION

CATEGORY 
CORE

LEAD TIME 
8 WEEKS

UK SIZES
8-13 1-3



RUSTIC BROWN

#565

2022 COLLECTION

Cut from the same cloth as our Classic 550,  
the #565 is a family icon made for the young 
one in yours.

•  Premium leather

• Leather lining

• Contoured EVA footbed for maximum comfort and breathability

• Multi-fit cambrelle footbed insert

• Lightweight and abrasion-resistant polyurethane outsole

LIFESTYLE KIDS

CATEGORY 
CORE

LEAD TIME 
8 WEEKS

UK SIZES
8-13 1-3



CRAZY HORSE BROWN

#1563

2022 COLLECTION

Let little feet walk in style and comfort  
with the soft crazy horse leather of the #1563.

•  Premium nubuck leather

• Leather lining

• Contoured EVA footbed for maximum comfort and breathability

• Multi-fit cambrelle footbed insert

• Lightweight and abrasion-resistant polyurethane outsole

LIFESTYLE KIDS

CATEGORY 
CORE

LEAD TIME 
8 WEEKS

UK SIZES
8-13 1-3
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BLUNDSTONE
SOCKS



MIDWEIGHT

#SOCK

Australian Merino Wool Socks

ANCILLARIES

2022 COLLECTION

 SOCKS

• Australian merino wool
• Australian made
• Certifed Ethical Merino Wool approved (non mulesed)
• Seamless stitching, that eliminates any possible rubbing
• High density merino terry loop sole cushioning for

added underfoot comfort.
• Reinforced heel and sole that increases life of the socks
• Enhanced wicking properties to keep feet dry
• Arch supporting elastin
• Rib welt top ensures sock stays up throughout period of wear.
• 22 Micron Merino yarn for durability
• Product comes with a 2 year hole free manufactures

backed warranty

UK SIZES
SMALL   3-8
MEDIUM  8-11
LARGE    12-14

GREY/
BLACK

PINK/
GREYBLACK

NAVY/
GREY

75% Australian Merino wool
20% Nylon
5%   Elastin

NEW



ANCILLARIES
We’ve got a selection of accessories to keep your 
boots like new, and your toes warm and toasty.



BLACK

CHERRY

BROWN

RUSTIC

RENCRMBLK

RENCRMCHY

RENCRMBRN

RENCRMRUS
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Renovating cream that nourishes and 
conditions, preventing leather from drying out.
A heavily pigmented cream that is designed 
to help maintain the colour and finish of your 
favourite leather footwear.

ANCILLARIES RENOVATING CREAM

SIZE

AMOUNT

50ml

Pack of 6



NEUTRAL (CLEAR WAX FINISH)

POLNTLPAD

2021-2022 COLLECTION

 Highly durable foam pad for leather 
conditioning and cleaning.
Provides an instant shine to leather footwear. 
Handy take anywhere size.

ANCILLARIES POLISHING PAD

SIZE

AMOUNT

50ml

Pack of 6



NEUTRAL

WTRSPRAY

2021-2022 COLLECTION

A spray-on waterproofer formulated to protect 
all types of footwear from water and stains.
Doesn’t affect the performance or 
breathability of footwear and is a fast  
drying formula. Suitable for use on all  
kinds of footwear, including nubuck, suede, 
and all leathers.

ANCILLARIES WATERPROOF SPRAY

SIZE

AMOUNT

125ml

Pack of 12



COMFORT CLASSIC

FBEDPREM

2021-2022 COLLECTION

Suitable for our Originals and Classics Series, 
#122, #192 and CSA products.

ANCILLARIES FOOTBED

AMOUNT
Pack of 1



COMFORT ARCH

FBEDCA

2021-2022 COLLECTION

Suitable for our Work & Safety boots.

ANCILLARIES FOOTBED

AMOUNT
Pack of 1



COMFORT AIR

FBEDCOMAIR

2021-2022 COLLECTION

Suitable for our Active Series.

ANCILLARIES FOOTBED

AMOUNT
Pack of 1



CENTRAL TRADE GERMANY GmbH
Hauptstraße 83 - 53619 Rheinbreitbach - Germany 

verkauf@centraltradegermany.de
+49 (0)2224 - 98615-05

Distributor für BLUNDSTONE® in Deutschland und Österreich




